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This Month’s Meeting Wednesday

21st April

This month we feature a talk by Dick

Osler.  His presentation will be about

the first Black Buck Mission that involved

the bombing of the airfield at Port Stanley

in the Falklands in 1982. He was very

loosely connected with this, and it may

give an insight into the intelligence side

of things (UNCLASSIFIED) whereby

computer programming of the

countermeasures suite on Vulcan XM607

assisted in a trouble free mission (from

the perspective of an attack on the Vulcan

either by enemy airborne or landbased

assets). It should be very interesting! We

will be starting at 8.00pm.

Please note that this will be the last

meeting to be held at the Farmers’

Club until September. From the

beginning of May it is hoped to arrange a

fly-in to a local venue every Wednesday

evening. John Hamer will coordinate this.

As in previous years he will send an e-mail

on the Tuesday before each fly-in with

details of the venue and any special

procedures applying to arrival and

departure. Members not on e-mail

Quote of the Month

“There are airmen and there are

pilots: the first being part bird

whose view from aloft is normal and

comfortable, a creature whose brain and

muscles frequently originate movements

which suggest flight; and then there are

pilots who regardless of their airborne

time remain earth-loving bipeds forever.

When these latter unfortunates, because

of one urge or another, actually make an

ascension, they neither anticipate nor

relish the event and they drive their

machines with the same graceless labor

they inflict upon the family vehicle”. —

Ernest K. Gann

Microlight Trade Fair & Aero/Auto

Jumble special procedures for 2010.

The following information is re-printed

from the Popham web site and contains

specific information for all pilots intending

to fly-in and/or camp at the show.

“Whilst we allow pilots to camp

beside their aircraft we ask that there

are no arrivals AFTER 19:30pm on

Friday night.  The event does not start

until the Saturday and there will be

no formal provision for catering on

the Friday evening.  Airbourne

(Shelley) MAY be able to offer some

informal food and you should check

with them what might be available.

All aviation campers will be required

to pay entrance fees for each day



they are there.  If this is not collected

as you arrive then please book in and

pay at the Clubhouse.

During the weekend it is quite normal

that due to the increasing number of

visiting aircraft expected, only one

runway may be in use as the other

could be allocated as a parking area.

Expect considerable delays if you

want to take off during the peak

arrival time, or arrive during the peak

departure times.

Make sure you understand all of the

published arrival procedures.  Listen

out well ahead for joining and

parking instructions.  All arrivals will

be requested to join overhead.  If you

are the first on final approach and

you cannot make any required turn

into the parking areas then land long

as there could be numerous aircraft

right behind you.  Always be prepared

to go-around.  No orbits on finals.

When you call up all we want hear is

Call-sign, Aircraft type, and where

you are, e.g. “G-CCYR, is a C42

microlight, 4 miles north for joining

instructions”.  Do NOT use

“understand we are using blah, blah,

blah, QFE blah, blah” because a) you

might NOT have understood, or b) the

information might have changed.  If

you have the numbers then don’t ask

for further joining instructions!  By

all means call “G-YR downwind” but

do not call “number three”,

downwind”, as you might not be able

to see everyone in front of you!  If

you are baulked then go-around and

do not argue on the radio – we all

make mistakes!

ALL demonstrator aircraft must be

equipped with a radio.  This will

minimise any delays at the hold.  If

you come over to the chequered

caravan and state any specific

requirements for your demo we will

always try to accommodate you.

The mass departure usually

commences about 14:30 each day.

Ask for the runway and QNH on the

radio and you will be advised to

“Depart with the Marshaller”.  This

person is a qualified radio operator

and pilot and will be in full

communication both with you and the

Tower.  He will indicate with Red Bats

when there are no conflicts seen for

you to go – you are not being given a

clearance - IT IS STILL YOUR

DECISION TO DEPART.  Do not ignore

the Marshaller as he knows what he

is doing and has a better view of the

sky/traffic than you do!

Remember, the fuel bowser closes at

17:00 promptly and it is cash or

cheque!

Revalidation of Microlight rating for

PPL(A) holders

As from 5th March the CAA have issued

an exemption for Group A licensed pilots

who fly microlights on their Group A

licence as follows:-

“This exemption permits  the holder

of a UK PPL(A) to keep a microlight

class rating valid in the same way as

an NPPL(A) holder.”

This, in effect, means that a Group A pilot

with a microlight rating on their licence

will revalidate that rating by having an

hour’s flight with an instructor, flying the

required hours and the requisite number

of take-offs and landings. When signed

off by the instructor, their rating will then

be valid for 24 months.

Sandown Airport on the Isle of Wight

is OPEN !

With the onset (hopefully!) of the flying

season, the following has been circulated:-

“Despite rumours - we ARE OPEN and

would welcome all microlight and GA

pilots to the field.



If flying in for the first time be aware of

uneven surface and be confident of

handling such!! Be aware of footpath

crossing centre of runway.

As the airfield is unlicensed at present -

no fire crew, no regular radio - so

standard overhead join at 2,000ft -

circuits 1,000ft. Circuits RH on 23 LH 05.

Radio 119.275 initial call “Sandown

Radio” - if no reply then blind calls please.

Avgas may be available - enquire when

getting PPR. Mogas ‘round the corner at

Morrisons - please bring suitable

containers or face refusal!

** PPR ESSENTIAL ** on  01983

405125  (NOTE - This is the tower

number as listed in Pooleys and the same

as when it was a licensed airfield.)

Please be aware of Southampton and

Bournemouth airspace and AVOID!”

WD-40 - the Wonder Spray?

If you are into microlighting or cars you

have undoubtedly heard of a product

called WD-40. A can of it has probably

been produced when you have had a

problem starting the engine and have

suspected that water is causing an

electrical short. It is most certainly a

water dispersant and this was the reason

that it was originally produced. Apparently

the designation  40 has nothing to do with

its being effective for a period of 40 days.

It  got its name from the fact that it was

the 40th and most successful attempt at

producing the required result. However,

it appears that it has a multitude of other

uses not usually associated with a product

of this sort.

Club members with young children have

no doubt experienced crayon marks on

walls and have tried many products to

remove them. The simple answer,

apparently, is to spray the marks with WD

40 and wipe with a clean rag. Glass

shower screens are often left with

watermarks. Again, spray on WD 40 and

wipe the marks away. It is also said to

camouflage the scratches in ceramic and

marble floors. These are only a few of the

many suggestions of the uses of WD-40.

If you want to know more then Google

WD-40 and check out the results.

Period of validity of medical

declaration

Following a query by a member I set

out below the requirements relating to

the period of validity of your Medical

Declaration. You will note that the period

is dependent on your age at the date of

the doctor’s signature.

a) Under 45  Until the holder’s

45th birthday or five years whichever

is the longer period

     b) 45 to 59  5 years

     c) 60-64  Until the holder’s 65th

birthday or one year whichever is the

longer period

     d)65 or over  One year

Are you ‘Aware’? by Andrew John

I thought I was! However, now I know

I am,  thanks to having acquired the

new ‘Aware’ GPS receiver created by

NATS and Airbox, priced at a very

reasonable £150 for the basic system.

This provides a moving CAA map

(1:500,000 or optional 250,000)

presenting a readable, even in sunlight,

4”x 2.5” screen within a slim compact unit

which has a visual and  audible warning

of approaching restricted or obstructed

airspace. Having read and digested the

advance promotion I was attracted by, a).

the concept and b). the price, as all

previous GPS systems have been way

beyond my pocket. Airspace infringement

seems to be a growing problem for which

we aviators of all types are guilty at times.

My unit arrived in the post and once

charged I fitted it on board my car for a

trial trip to Bath for lunch. We had not

travelled more than two miles before the

loud triple alarm bleep sounded,



The Grimwood/Waite crew on their

way to victory

indicating that Gloucestershire ATZ

airspace was approaching, this was

repeated several times as we finally

entered and passed underneath the

approach for 27.

Further on, warnings were repeated for

the Slimbridge avoidance zone,

Nympsfield Gliding centre, Highgrove

restricted airspace, Colerne ATZ, and

finally Bristol ATZ. Impressive stuff,

though I was glad that the battery ran out

as we arrived, as in the car the bleep

decibels were on the high side and there

is no mute button!

Next I needed to fit the unit in my Himax,

together with a flexible suction pad

bracket (see picture) and hard wire it to

my 12v system.

Big mistake! I removed the cigarette

lighter plug and hard wired it up to a fused

12v supply which promptly ‘cooked’ the

electronics, normally being supplied with

5v through the plug. Clot! Sheepishly I

rang Airbox and confessed my sin to Tom

who, on receipt of the injured unit,

repaired  and returned it within a week

with a new UBS cable with no charge.

How’s that for 100% service. Tried again

cautiously, checking my wiring  twice, and

great joy it worked! Squawking away

cheerfully as we are within the Defford

High Intensity Radio Transmission Area

across the fields at Croft Farm.

Not having had a moving map GPS before

(other than my trusted Pilot 111 which I

use for ground speed only) I was

impressed  by the visual tracking. I could

maintain an accurate course clockwise

around Gloucestershire ATZ to take me

east from Over to reach Hawling on the

Cotswolds with ease.

Both its concept and the price are brilliant

and I would have no hesitation in

recommending you to seriously think of

becoming truly ‘Aware’. Watch the wiring

up though!  Ordered through

:enquiries@airboxaero.com  £149.00 P&P

£10 Total: £159.00

National Championships, First Round

at Over Farm by Dick Osler

The first round of the National

Microlight Championships was held

over the weekend of 10-11 April at Over

Farm. The weather was very kind with

sunshine throughout but there was a keen

north-easterly breeze which became

easterly by the Sunday afternoon. This

made for some interesting landings!

Though based at Over, the competition

tasks required out landings at Redlands

on the Saturday, and at Upper Moraston

(situated north-west of Ross-on-Wye) on

the Sunday. This was a fabulous location

with an elevated position and therefore

much suited to photography.

There were over 20 competitors, and the

Club was represented by Rees Keene

and Andy Lewis. The winner of the first

round was Rob Grimwood/John Waite

flying a Quik 912S. Rees Keene was the

winner of the Rex Paddock and Mark

Taylor trophy. This trophy is presented

annually to the highest placed Severn

Valley Microlight Club member in the

competition.



Spot Landing, anyone?

Back Home

White knuckle ride for the owner of

Moraston strip!

Bill Austin (Editor)

bill@austin65.freeserve.co.uk

01684 833789

The Saturday evening spot-landing

competition at Over was not without

mishap. One flex-wing aircraft tried to

make the box without power and turned

over in the attempt (fortunately without

major injury to the two occupants).

The Sunday event culminated in lunch at

an obscure field at North Moraston but

amazingly it was found by all the

remaining competitors. I am not sure if

this had anything to do with a certain

dayglo orange Xair parked in the corner

of the field but this may have helped!

Once again, Rob Keene gauged the

weather correctly and a successful

competition and evening’s festivities was

thoroughly enjoyed by all competitors,

helpers and spectators.

Dates for your diary

13th – 18th April – Sun ‘n Fun,

Lakeland, Florida. www.sun-nfun.org

30th April – 2nd May May – Microlight

Trade Fair, Popham. www.popham-

airfield.co.uk

29th – 31st May Ultralight Single

Seater Rally (USSR), Sywell, Northants.

Organiser David Bremner  E-mail

dbremner@f2s.com

11th 13th June – Spamfield 2010,

Sandown, Isle of Wight.

www.spamfield.org Organiser John Moore

john@cyberstitch.co.uk

24th – 25th July – The Great

Westonzoyland Scrumpy ‘n’ Cheese

Fly-in. Co-ordinates N5106.60

W00255.58 www.weston-

zoylandflyingclub.co.uk Organiser Mick

Evans mick.evens@mypostoffice.co.uk

26th July – 1st August – Oshcosh

Airventure, Wisconsin, USA.

www.airventure.org

7th – 15th August – European

Microlight Championships, Sywell

Aerodrome, Northants. Contact Keith

Negal 01327 361305

keith.negal@me.com or Rob Hughes

07977 147690 rob@orleton.co.uk

3rd – 5th September – LAA Rally,

Sywell Aerodrome, Northants. Book

your slot on www.sywellaerodrome.co.uk

Contact LAA www.laa.uk.com
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